
 

Li# Safety & Procedures 

Only trained and authorized staff are permi4ed to posi5on vehicles on li8 arms and perform the ini5al 
raise of the vehicle. 

Customers are free to raise and lower the vehicle to their desired working height once a staff member 
has placed the vehicle on the li8 arms and completed ini5al raise. Under no circumstances is a customer 
to move or reposi5on the li8 arms under the vehicle. 

LOOK BEFORE LOWERING! Before releasing the load-holding device to lower the li8, remove toolboxes, 
jacks, oil drain catch can, service carts, creepers, and anything else from under the vehicle.  

IF AT ANY TIME DURING YOUR VISIT YOU ARE UNSURE ABOUT LIFT FUNCTION OR SAFETY PROTOCOLS 
ASK A LUGNUTZ TEAM MEMBER FOR ASSISTANCE. 

A8er the vehicle is raised to the desired working height, always lower the li8 onto its load-holding 
devices, and visually check all vehicle contact points to make sure each adapter or support is securely in 
posi5on before going under the vehicle. 

Never raise or lower with a person inside the vehicle. Ensure other people are clear of the vehicle when 
raising or lowering.  

The removal or installa5on of heavy components (e.g. a differen5al) may cause the raised vehicle to 
become unstable. Use vehicle support stands (tripods) for stabilizing the load.  

Never operate the li8 if it makes unusual noises. Ask a staff member to assist you if this occurs.  

Do not tamper with, bypass, or otherwise a4empt to override the opera5ng controls. Opera5ng controls 
are designed to return to the neutral, or off, posi5on when released.  

Li8 the vehicle by 1-2 inches prior to star5ng the lowering procedure. This will bring the vehicle off its 
load-holding devices and is required to ini5ate the lowering procedure. 

Release the locking latch by holding down the yellow locking latch lever. Hold the yellow lever down and 
press the lowering lever (located near the hydraulic fluid reservoir) simultaneously to begin lowering the 
vehicle. 

Once vehicle is on the ground, ask a staff member to assist you with removing the li8 arms and 
comple5ng the check-out process.  


